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Gheychak or Ghijak (aka Ghaychak, Ghichak, Sorud, and Sarinda)  is widespread 
throughout Asia under various names and forms.. 
Gheychak is a round-bodied musical instrument with 3 or 4 metal strings and a short 
fretless neck (as a Kamancha). The soundbox is carved out of a single piece of wood. The 
upper orifice is partly covered in the middle by the handle and the lower one is covered 
by a skin membrane against which rest the bridge. (The complex shape reminiscent of a 
skull with big eyes caves.) The upper and lower sections are separated by two oval 
indentations on the right and left side which give the Gheychak a distinct nasal sound. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



FEATURES 
 
 

4 CD-ROMs: 
 

GHEYCHAK_1-4: 687 MB 
GHEYCHAK_2-4: 684 MB 
GHEYCHAK_3-4: 684 MB 
GHEYCHAK_4-4: 684 MB 

 
TOTAL: 2781 MB / 2.71 GB 

 
 

PRESETS 
 

Gheychak _4th . Gheychak _5th . Gheychak _8ve 
Gheychak _cresc . Gheychak _cresc-dim . Gheychak _dim 

Gheychak _down . Gheychak _tr . Gheychak _up . Gheychak _up-down 
 
 
 

COMPATIBILITY 
 

HALION . WAVE . AIFF . GIGASTUDIO . SOUND DESIGNER II 
.fxp / .wav / .aif / .gig / .sd2 

 
 

TECHNICAL DATA 
 

Bit Rate: 24 Bit 
Sampling Frequency: 96000 Hz 

Stereo / Mono compatible 
Low noise / Pressureful 

 
 
 

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
 

Windows ME/2000/XP Pentium III / Athlon 800 MHz, 512 MB RAM MAC OS 10.2.6 or 
higher G3 500 MHz 512 MB RAM 

Recommend: Windows XP. Pentium IV / Athlon XP, 1 GB RAM MAC OS 10.3.8 or higher 
G4 867 MHz, 2 GB RAM 
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gheychak-4th_B2-E3 
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Gheychak _down 
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